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RZE-R SHIP LADDER

INTENDED USE
Flexible cable ladder with Z-rungs specifically 
designed for ships with features to easily change 
direction. Vertical and sideways adjustments can 
easily be made utilizing the perforations in the 
side rail of the ladder.

INSTRUCTION FOR USE
Vertical adjustments: Cut V shaped perfora-
tion to allow for a vertical bend of the ladder. 
Re-welding should be considered depending on 
loads/support. 

Sidways adjustments: Place ladder on siderail 
with the first perforation closes to the rung on 
an edge. Press down slowly to bend the ladder 
creating the sideways adjustment. 

Note for aluminium ladder: Please make sure to 
bend slowly to aviod stress fracture especially at 
low temperatures. For vertical adjustments the 
cut should always be re-welded. 
 

Make 2 cuts on each side 
to make an open V to 
allow vertical adjustment in 
either direction. 

Flexible design allowing for level changes 
to be created by partially cutting 
then welding standard 
side rails where 
necessary.

Standard side rails are cleverly de-
signed to allow side step adjustment 
by bending between rungs to bypass 
object such as pipes.

Evaluate the need for a 
re-welding for vertical 
adjustments. Aluminum 
ladders should always 
be re-welded. 

Z- rung allows cables 
to be easily stripped to 
both sides.

Cable Ladder for Ships

https://www.oglaend-system.com/Rec_torque.pdf
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